THE CLEAREST PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES ON THE PLANET

Costa prescription sunglasses come in a variety
of lens options, all laser engraved with the
Costa “C” so you know you’re getting the real
deal. Talk to your eye care professional to find
the best Costa lenses for you.

RIMLESS RX

COSTA RX LENS OPTIONS

THE COSTA 580 ® DIFFERENCE

COSTA 580P Rx LENSES:

With Costa 580 lenses, objects appear more defined
because this multipatented lens technology filters
out harsh yellow and harmful blue light while bringing
brightness and clarity to reds, blues and greens.

These lightweight, impact-resistant polycarbonate
or Trivex lenses feature our proprietary C-WALL®
technology — a molecular bond that combines a smudgefree barrier with scratch resistance. An anti-reflective
coating on the back of all 580P Rx lenses works to
sharpen images by reducing reflections and glare. Costa
580P Rx lenses are available with WaypointTM digital
technology in bifocal, single vision and progressive.

LENS COLOR OPTIONS

Costa offers lightweight, rimless frame options for
580P Rx lenses in an array of colors. State-of-the-art
nylon bushings connect the lens and frame and will
not come loose over time like traditional bushings.

BRIGHT
LIGHT

GREEN MIRROR
10% LIGHT TRANSMISSION
Encapsulated mirrors offer
enhanced visual acuity for
fishing inshore, flats, rivers
and streams.

GRAY
12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

STANDARD SUN LENSES

COSTA PROGRESSIVE LENSES

SILVER COPPER MIRROR

Costa has two progressive lens designs to choose from:

These lenses put Costa on the map with exceptional
clarity and definition. They are made with lightweight
polycarbonate lenses and our proprietary C-WALL®
technology, which is a molecular bond for superior
impact, dirt, oil and scratch resistance. All 400P Rx
lenses come with our anti-reflective coating and are
available with WaypointTM digital technology in bifocal,
single vision and progressive.

• Costa C-SCAPE™ design was developed with top sportfishing pros and lens designers for immediate adaptation,
enhanced viewing fields and minimal peripheral blurring.

COSTA 580G Rx LENSES
(+3.00 TO -3.00)

LENS COLORS

LENS COLORS
MIRRORS

TREATMENTS
MATERIALS

BLUE

Gray Base

GRAY

COPPER

GREEN

SILVER
COPPER

Copper Base

Copper Base

Encapsulated mirrors
optimize light transmission
and enhance colors.
Perfect for sight fishing or
any outdoor activity with
variable light.

GRAY

SILVER
SUNRISE*

BLUE

Gray Base

GREEN

SILVER COPPER
Copper Base

12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION
Made for sight fishing,
driving and everyday
activities. Cuts glare and
enhances contrast and
color, providing eye comfort
in any conditions.

(+3.00 TO -5.00†)

COPPER

Copper Base

COPPER

COSTA 400P Rx LENSES

GRAY

BLUE

Gray Base

AMBER

GREEN

Copper Base

AMBER

SILVER COPPER
Copper Base

12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

Sunrise Base

C-WALL
Backside UV-AR

Encapsulated Mirror

C-WALL
Backside UV-AR

Poly & Trivex®

Glass

Poly

®

12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

• Varilux® Stylistic™ design is available in Costa wrap
frames for those patients with greater demand for a wider
near field of vision in authentic Costa-branded sunwear.

(+3.00 TO -5.00†)

NON-MIRROR

Perfect all-around choice
for sports on water and
land. Maintains color
saturation and natural
contrast in medium to
bright sun conditions.

ENHANCED RED AND BLUE
COLORS WITH COSTA 580 LENS

COSTA 400P Rx LENSES:

COSTA 580P Rx LENSES

10% LIGHT TRANSMISSION
Made for the open water.
Encapsulated mirrors
deliver maximum contrast
and color in full sun while
eliminating reflected glare

COSTA 580G Rx LENSES:
For those who prefer glass, the 580G Rx lens offers the
highest clarity you can get in a glass lens and is available
in single vision and Waypoint™ C-SCAPE™ progressive
technology that was designed with sport fishermen in
mind. Our glass mirrored lenses have an encapsulated
mirror, which means no more scratches.

BLUE MIRROR

Excellent all-around lens
that delivers the brightest
field of vision. Great
choice for fishing, driving
and activities where high
contrast is needed.

®

DESIGNS:
Waypoint SV

SILVER SUNRISE MIRROR*

Single Vision (SV)
Waypoint C-SCAPE Bifocal
Waypoint C-SCAPE PAL
Varilux Stylistic
Product warranties: 2-year lens and frame defect warranty; 1-year scratch warranty. Warranties and policies are subject to change.
*Trivex only †Rx Rimless range is +2.00 to -3.00

LOW
LIGHT

30% LIGHT TRANSMISSION
Extended wear lens. The
perfect tool for dusk and
dawn performance.
*SILVER SUNRISE LENSES ARE NOT SUITABLE
FOR DRIVING.
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